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Abstract
VLSI chips make possible the hardware devices em-
ployed in today’s computing environment for securi-
ty functions. Controlling access in a hierarchy is an
interesting research topic in computer security. Many
investigations have been published in the literature
with solutions involving assigning cryptographic keys
to users at different access clearance levels. However,
the existing schemes require a large number of costly
arithmetic operations with large integers.This type of
system is difficult to implement in a chip with lower
computation ability. In this paper, we present a solu-
tion, suitable for a low cost chip, to the hierarchical
control problem.The proposed scheme has promising
characteristics such as high computational efficiency,
little required memory in the chip and low cost
implementation. This method possesses all of the
dynamic properties that appear in existing methods.

Keywords: multilevel data security, partially ordered set, access
control, key assignment, cryptographic key, user hierarchy, one-
way hash functions.

1. Introduction

In a multi-user computing environment, the problem
of access control to system resources is an important
research topic. Much emphasis has been placed on the

situation where users are classified into several privi-
lege classes and organized into a hierarchical struc-
ture. In these applications, system resources, e.g., data,
programs, files, require management and categoriza-
tion into multiple security levels.A secure access con-
trol mechanism is designed such that users are autho-
rized and classified in association with the various
security levels for accessing resources. In other words,
a user classified into a higher-privileged class will have
access to the data or programs created or owned by a
user in a lower-privileged class. Lower classified users
do not have access to higher classified system
resources.

Many real applications for access control schemes in a
hierarchical structure can be found in the studies on
multi-level databases security [1,2,3,6], applications to
multilevel secure operating systems [15,16] and net-
works security policy [4,5,14].

We assumed that in a computing system with users
classified into n disjoint privilege classes, S={1, 2,…,
n }. S is a partially ordered set under a binary relation
denoted by “ ”.As stated previously, i j means that
j is a higher-privileged user than i. In other words,
user j will have the right to access files, data, or pro-
grams owned or created by user i while the opposite
is forbidden by the system access rules.
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On the basis of a cryptographic function, an access
control mechanism for security requirement is imple-
mented. From this point of view, if each user is
assigned a cryptographic key for encrypting and
decrypting resources, then any access to the system
can be controlled under a specific policy.

Further, for the purpose of multi-level data manage-
ment, additional functions should be incorporated.
Let ki be the cryptographic key assigned to user i.The
problem is how to assign the secret key ki to each user
i such that if i j then ki should be easily derived from
kj, while it is infeasible to derive kj given ki.

Akl et. al [7,8] proposed several elegant schemes for
assigning cryptographic keys to security classes for
users organized in a hierarchical access structure. A
trusted agent (TA, for short) is assumed to exist for
generating and distributing keys.There are two com-
mon drawbacks with their methods. New keys must
be recomputed for existing classes when a new user is
added.The memory storage size needed to maintain
the parameters grows dramatically as the number of
user’s increases. Other research results to improve the
existing key-assignment schemes can be found in
[9,10,11,12,19,22]. For related results involving access
control problem in a hierarchical structure, one can
consult [17,18,19,20-21,27].

When VLSI chips became available, hardware devices
could be designed for security functions. Based on
tamper-proof hardware, Leighton and Micali [24]
and Zheng [25] proposed new key-agreement pro-
tocols. Their protocols were aimed at communica-
tion scenarios such as the one performed in the
Clipper Chip. Only simple operations such as con-
catenations and one-way hash functions, executed
efficiently in devices with lower computing ability,
were required.

Based on the above concept and inspired by Leighton
et. al and Zheng’s idea, we  solved the problem of
controlling access in a hierarchy using tamper-proof
chips.Though there are many results published in the
literature to solve this problem using various level
cryptographic keys for users with different access
clearances. However, the existing schemes require a

large number of costly arithmetic operations with
large integers. This is difficult implement in a chip
with lower computation ability. In this paper, we pro-
pose an efficient dynamic mechanism for access con-
trol in a hierarchical structure.The proposed scheme
is based on very simple operations and can be imple-
mented in a low cost chip. Dynamic operations such
as changing a secret key, inserting a user, or deleting
an existing user etc., can be fulfilled efficiently.
Furthermore, it is easy for an ancestor to derive the
secret key of his/her grandchild. In the next section,
we briefly describe the problem of hierarchical con-
trol with keys. In Section 3, we present the new
scheme.The cost measurement and the security anal-
ysis appear in Section 4. Our conclusions are present-
ed in the last section.

2. Hierarchical Control with Keys
The problem of access control in a hierarchy for clas-
sified data management can be modeled as a directed
acyclic graph. Let G=(V, E) represent the directed
acyclic graph, where V indicates the set of users with
various security clearances and E indicates the set of
directed branches. The access control problem in a
hierarchy can also be modeled as a partially ordered
set S with a binary relation “ ”. We assumed that i
and j are two elements in S. Let users correspond to
vertices and their relationship specified using a direct-
ed branch. That is, there exists a directed edge from
vertex j to vertex i if and only if i j. Furthermore, a
directed acyclic graph can be simplified by eliminat-
ing all of the edges that can be implied by the transi-
tive closure property. The proposed solution is con-
structed according to the simplified directed acyclic
graph.

Suppose that ki is the secret key of user i. Essentially, a
cryptographic transformation H(a,b,x), with some
parameters a and b, are constructed in such a way that
ki=H(a,b,kj) can easily be derived if i j. However, it
is computationally infeasible to compute kj reversibly
knowing a, b and ki.

On the basis of this cryptographic transformation
with elegant characteristics, the solution to the hier-
archical access control problem is fulfilled. Some
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assumptions are made in the model. A trusted third
party, called the trusted agent (TA), is assumed to
exist.The role of the TA is to create the cryptograph-
ic transformation H(a,b,x) for the keys of any two
comparable users. In other words, initially the TA will
take the responsibility to compute some relation
parameters for all users.

In 1993, Leighton and Micali [24] proposed two
secret-key agreement schemes without public-key
cryptography. Later, Zheng [25] improved some
weaknesses in their scheme.These schemes are based
on very simple operations such as concatenation and
one-way hash functions and implemented in tamper-
proof VLSI chips.These operations can be done effi-
ciently in low-computation-power devices. We shall
construct our dynamic access control scheme based
on simple operations that can be conducted in a tam-
per-proof chip environment.

3. The proposed Scheme
In this section, key generation and key derivation pro-
cedures for the proposed scheme will be described.
Because one-way hash functions [26] play an impor-
tant role in our scheme, the background of one-way
hash functions will be briefly reviewed. A one-way
hash function, h(M), operates on an arbitrary-length
message M and returns a fixed-length hash value y.
One-way hash functions have the following charac-
teristics: (1) it is easy to compute y=h(M) by giving
M; (2) it is difficult to obtain M by having the value
y; and (3) given M, it is difficult to compute another
message M’ such that h(M)=h(M’). Note that prov-
ably-secure hashes with modular exponentiation are
not included in the one-way hash functions we dis-
cuss in this paper.

With these in mind, we are going to introduce our
scheme.This scheme is based on the following three
assumptions (as employed in the Leighton-Micali and
Zheng’s schemes [24,25]):

(1) There exits a cryptographically strong one-way
hash (or pseudo-random) function h;

(2) Tamper-resistant VLSI chips are available.
(3) There is a trusted agent in the system.

Initially, the agent picks up a m-bit random number X
and keeps it secret. Note that in order to prevent the
exhaustive search attack, m should be sufficiently
large, e.g. m 100. Afterwards, the TA generates n per-
sonal secret keys, indicated as k1, k2…, kn, each k-bit,
for each individual user in the system. Typically, we
can choose k 64, say k=64, 128 or 256, for security
considerations.

At the registration stage, the agent customizes the
tamper-proof chip for the user i by injecting the ran-
dom number X and his/her identity IDi into the chip.
The agent then hands user i the chip and his/her per-
sonal secret key ki, respectively. Note that the random
number X is common for all users in the system while
X should never be seen by anyone except the agent.

For dynamic key management, the agent uses Eq (1)
to compute a relation parameter, indicated as (rji,nji),
for each directed branch connecting from user j to
user i with i j.These relation parameters are then put
onto a public board such that all users can read it or
in a way that allows only legitimate users in the sys-
tem to access it (e.g. by providing a password).
However, when these relation parameters are
accessed, some authentication process may be added
to verify the values if necessary. Note that, as men-
tioned in Section 2, we need merely to consider the
simplified graph. Only a single-edged branch appear-
ing in the simplified graph is assigned a relation
parameter, respectively.

Eq(1)

We would like to point out that the user identities
ID’s in Eq(1) have implicit strength, as discussed in
Zheng’s paper [25]. User names (or identities) are
more directly involved in the relation parameter.
Based on the pseudo-randomness of the one-way
hash function h, the probability that two different
pairs of users are assigned an identical relation param-
eter is negligible.With this property, Zheng proposed
a new key agreement protocol to remove the flaw in
the previous work by Leighton-Micali [24]. Note that
“⊕” indicates the bit-wise XOR operation,“||” is the
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concatenation and h is a one-way hash function. There are several one-way hash functions, e.g. SHA, SHA-1,
MD5, GOST Hash, etc. available in the literature [26]. Each of these one-way hash functions has variable-length
input and fixed-length output. However, they have different output lengths. For instance, the output length of
SHA, MD5, and GOST Hash is 160 bits, 128 bits and 256 bits, respectively.

Key derivation
To derive the secret key of a lower-privileged user i, user j, where i j, merely needs to present i’s identity IDi, the
relation parameter (rji, nji) and his/her personal secret key kj to the chip.The chip then outputs user i’s secret key
ki by computing the following equation.

Eq(2)

Proposition 1. If i j then the secret key of user i can be computed by applying user j’s personal key and the rela-
tion parameter to Eq(2) employed in the chip.

With the derived secret key, the legitimate user will have the same access right to the resources as user i. It is very
convenient for an ancestor to deduce the key of his/her grandchild. For illustration, examine the following exam-
ple. Imagine that if j has a child namely l and l has a child indicated as i; that is, j is the grandfather of i in the
hierarchical graph. Now user j is required to compute the secret key of his/her grandchild i. In this case, on get-
ting the two relation parameters, namely (rjl,njl) and (rli,nli), from the public board, user j provides them to the
chip.The chip can then compute the required (rji,nji) by employing the following equation.This equation can be
computed 

ery easily and efficiently.

Eq(3)

After computing the value of (rji,nji) and having the secret key kj, the chip can derive and output the secret key ki
as discussed previously.With this characteristic, the cost to retain the relation parameters can be reduced dramati-
cally. However, it is a trade-off between memory and computation time. Further, Eq(3) can be proven using the
following theorem.

Proposition 2. If i l j then we have the relation parameter (rji,nji) computed as in Eq(3).

Insertion of a new user

Next let us consider how a new user is inserted into an existing hierarchy.The insertion process can also be easi-
ly fulfilled.All that the agent has to do is update several of the relation parameters that have a connection with the
new user. In brief, only those branches that are connected to or from the inserted node in the hierarchy require
modification.All other branches remain unchanged.

Let us explain it more clearly using an example.Assume that a new user, l, is to be inserted into a position inferi-
or to user j and superior to user i.The relationship of the access privileges is i l j. In this case, the agent has
only to discard the old relation parameter (rji,nji) and add two new, (rjl,njl) and (rli,nli).
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Cancellation of an existing user

The cancellation of an old user is as simple as the insertion of a new user. Reverse operations to the existing hier-
archy must be performed. Imagine again the case described in the previous example. However, now the user l, in
a position below j and above i, is to be cancelled. In reverse, the agent computes a new relation parameter, name-
ly (rji,nji), to replace the two old relation parameters (rjl,njl) and (rli,nli).

Change of a secret key

For security considerations, it is allowable for a user to change his secret key as required. For this purpose, if a user’s
key is changed, then the relation parameters for those branches pointing inward or outward toward the user node must
also be changed. Consider a user, namely i, is required to change his/her key from ki into ki* for some reason. In this
case, the values of the relation parameters associated with this user must be updated using the following method.

• For a user j with i j, the new value for (rji*,nji*) is computed as follows:

Eq(4)

• For a user l with l i, the new value for (ril*,nil*) is computed as below:

Eq(5)

Note that the values of the relation parameters associated with the other branches remain the same.

Proposition 3.

For a user j with i pj , the new value of (rji*,nji*) is computed using Eq (4).

For a user l with l i, the new value of (ril*,nil*) is computed using Eq (5).

4.Cost and Security Analysis

In this section, the cost and the security of the proposed scheme are analyzed. First, the time measurement and the
storage analysis are examined.As in Eq(1), 10 concatenations are required, 4 XORs and 5 hash functions to com-
pute a relation parameter. Both of the XOR operations and concatenation can be done very efficiently compared
to a multiplication with the same length of operands.The ratio of comparison between the times required for a
XOR and a multiplication is about O(n2) to O(n), where n is the length of the operands. Further, a hash function
can also be performed efficiently. Schneier listed the encryption speeds of some hash functions in his book [pp.
456, 26]. For instance, running on a 33 MHz 486SX computer, SHA with a 160-bit output has an encryption
speed of 75 kilobytes/second and MD5 with 128-bit output has a speed of 174 kilobytes/second.

To derive a key using Eq(2), 6 concatenations, 4 XORs and 3 hash functions are required. These operations 
can be done efficiently in a VLSI chip with low computation power. Note that for most existing schemes a large
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number of modular multiplications are required. For instance,Akl’s scheme [7] requires O(n log n) modular mul-
tiplications, n is the number of users. Similarly, the operations in equations (3), (4) and (5) can also be performed
efficiently.The proposed scheme is based on the low-cost operations.There are no arithmetic operations, multi-
plication or exponentiation, required as in the existing schemes [7, 8, 9-12, 19, 21-22, 27].

Now, let us analyze the space required for our method. Let the personal key and the hash function output be length
k each. Each user needs a space of O(k) bits for keeping the personal key.The agent needs O(|b|k) bits for main-
taining the relation parameters, where b is the number of branches in the simplified graph. In the worst case, it
becomes O(n2k), n is the number of users. However,Akl’s scheme requires O(n3 log n) of space.

The security level of the proposed scheme will be analyzed next.The possible attack methods for breaking the
scheme for an adversary inside or outside the system are investigated.

Attack 1:
A lower-privileged user might intend to derive the secret key of his father node. In other words, some user i will
try to reveal the secret key of user j with i j. Since accessing the relation parameter (rji,nji) requires a correct pass-
word. He/she first has to break the password.

Consider a system with the relation parameters made public without requiring a password. Is it easier to derive
the secret key of his/her father user? Under this case, from Eq (1), the correct value of X must still be acquired
and then the one-way hash function must be broken. Based on the characteristics [26] of one-way hash functions,
by knowing y, it is difficult to compute x such that h(x)=y and difficult to find another message x′ such that
h(x)=h(x′). Moreover, this is 2m times the guessing using the brute-force attack if h has m-bit output. For instance,
the chosen-plaintext attack needs 2128 when m =128.

Attack 2:
We consider the case of a user in the system, namely user i, with m parent nodes, indicated as j, j+1, … and j+m.
Now suppose that the lower-privileged user intends to derive the key of one of his parents. Is it easy to break the
system? Basically, the assailant must solve the following system of equations

Eq(6)

When the relation parameters (rji,nji), (r(j+l)i,n(j+l)i), …, and (r(j+m)i,n(j+m)i) are known, we still can not find an effi-
cient method for the solution. Further, since the system has m+1 equations with m+3 unknowns, it cannot be
solved uniquely. Interested readers are encouraged to try to break it.

Attack 3:
Let us consider the situation in Attack 2 again. Now instead of an assailant from inside the system, he/she might
be an outsider. In this case, the intruder has no personal secret key for himself/herself.We shall take into account
that it is possible for him/her to derive the secret key of some users.To put it in brief, he/she is solving Eq(6) for
some ki’s without any available information. It will be more difficult than Attack 2.
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Attack 4:

We assume that there is a higher-privileged user j with two lower-privileged child-users, namely i and l, and their
secret keys are indicated as kj, ki and kl, respectively. Now we are interested in the case of attack by collaboration.
In other words, two users are cooperatively trying to derive the secret key of their common father.The simulta-
neous equations that must be solved for this case are as follows

Eq(7)

From the above equations, since X and kj are unknowns, the difficulty of breaking still rests on the one-way hash
function.

Attack 5:
Finally, consider the example stated in Attack 4 again.However,we take into account the case when a user is intend-
ing to derive the key of his/her sibling branching from the same father. From Eq (7), we know that ki (or kl) are
not helpful in solving another equation.That is, the secret key of a user can not be broken easily by a sibling.

5. Conclusions and Discussions
A new solution to the problem of access control for users organized in a hierarchy is proposed in this paper. For
security functions, a tamper-proof chip may be embedded in a hardware device or exist in a computing environ-
ment. Most of the existing schemes in the literature require a large number of arithmetic computations, multipli-
cations or exponentiations with a modulus.They are not suitable for a chip with less computing power. However,
only simple and low cost operations are needed in the presented scheme.This new solution has the properties of
low cost implementation, high computation efficiency and little required memory on a tamper-proof chip.The
secret key of a user can be changed without affecting the keys of other users. It is easy for a new user to be insert-
ed into or an old class cancelled from the existing system. It is straightforward and efficient to derive a lower-priv-
ileged key by owning a higher-privileged key and not the reverse. It is simple for an ancestor to deduce the key
of his/her grandchild. Finally, we would like to discuss the limitations of the proposed approach.The security of
the proposed scheme relies on the three assumptions: (1) tamper-proof devices, (2) the security of the one-way
hash function, and (3) a single trusted agent.The centralized single agent may probably become a limitation in this
scheme.All of the personal secret keys are generated and known by the agent. Further, the common random num-
ber X and the personal identity are stored in the chip. If the assumption of tamper-proof chip is removed, a crypt-
analyst may have higher probability to break this scheme.

There is another implicit assumption used in security analysis, especially for Attack 1.We assume that an attacker
wants to find out a specific key value kj so to own the access privilege of user j. Consider the following scenario
for a large company having hierarchical organization with many divisions and subdivisions.An employee with very
low access privilege and key ki wants to gain higher access privilege. Is it necessary for him to get the key of his
direct superior? No, he might try to get a key with much higher access right. If the attacker succeeds this key, it
can be used to derive the other keys in the hierarchy. However, this sort of attack doesn’t rely on the scheme we
proposed, but is rather related to the inherent property of the hierarchical model.
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this paper.
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